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EXT. NORTH SHORE, OAHU. DAY1 1

Paradise lies beneath as a drone whizzes high above the 
beach.

Blue stretches out towards the clouds as the sounds of a 
motorcycle break the routine of a summer day.  *

Racing through oncoming traffic, the jungle a blur, paradise 
passes by impatiently.

The Motorcycles engine redlines as the rider leans into the 
turn, his knee touches the road with a light kiss of 
adrenaline and urgency.

Horns honk as locals and tourist alike straighten up, eyes 
shocked, heart rates elevated.

The motorcycle screams down a straight stretch of road along *
the North Shore of Oahu.

Horses grazing, look up, eyes wide and startled, ears 
twitching as the bike blinks bye.

The knee high grass bending in the passing wake of rushed 
air.

Eyes, intense and anxious fill the visor as the center line 
stripes blend into each other.

Country roads feed into the suburbs.

A school rushes up to announce its presence with a kickball *
and a third grader.

Keoni reacts with a handbrake, the bike ditches and Keoni 
greets the air.

Keoni looks at the child as Keoni flies past the child in 
slow motion. Raising his hand as if to wave at the little one 
before time resumes and he skids across the pavement.

INT KEONIS BATHROOM EARLY MORNING2 2

The world a fog, muffled by a mild headache and an alarm 
clock, Keoni throws a towel, dampening the alarm and turns on 
the shower. 

Stepping into the shower, Keoni pulls the shower curtain 
closed and two things happen.



2.

The shock of the cold water and a shocked juvenile gecko, 
surprised by the opening shower curtain jumps onto Keonis’ 
forehead.

Nearly cross eyed, Keoni reaches for the gecko who quickly 
jumps onto Keonis reaching hand as Keoni tries to fling the 
gecko free.

After a few shakes the gecko flies off, lost in the moment

Keoni frantically searches the shower for signs of the gecko 
and slowly, so very slowly looks towards his Johnson.

Gecko Rodeo in 3...2...1

Screaming, jumping, thrusting and fumbling for the gecko, 
Keoni takes a clumsy moment to capture the penis riding 
reptile.

Once Caught, Keoni gently deposits the baby gecko outside.

KEONI
That's a rodeo I don't want to 
repeat little fella.

Keoni turns and returns inside as the gecko disappears.

INT DINING ROOM BAR MORNING3 3

Walking back in from the backyard and to the kitchen counter.

Keoni looks down at his reflection in the mirror, partially 
superimposed by lines of coke, a razor blade, and a few 
joints that cross his face like the phantom of the opera. 

A fifty year old with a six pack, addiction baked into his 
skin like a summer tan. His hair faded, his tongue sour, his 
eyes lost. 

A soul lost in his own backyard

The waves roll in as the fog of last nights binge roll out of 
Keonis’ mind.

Keoni slowly looks up, the chaos strewn across his home.

BIMBO #01
(hung over and slurred)

I need..buckets

Sick, she attempts to get up, slips and stumbles towards the 
back door. 
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Throwing up just outside as Keonis neighbors speed walk their 
twin shiatzu's along the beach.

The neighbors reaction is of disgust and judgment and Keoni 
gives them the shallow neighbor wave and head nod.

KEONI
Morning.

He gently supports the women, holding her hair back as she 
throws up, trying to apologize in between heaves.

BIMBO #01
(heaving sporadically)

S-orr-r-y, I’m re-all-y s-o-rry

The front doorbell dings as his iPhone rings and Keoni 
quickly replaces his hand on the women's hair with an errant 
zip tie found in a bucket of tools on the floor.

KEONI
Coming! I’ll be right there, just a 
second

Keoni nearly steps on a young woman on the floor partially 
covered with a sleeping bag. 

The sounds of whimpered vomiting mix into the tempo of the 
ringing phone and the knocking front door.

Keoni opens the door to a paper lunch bag held in front of 
his face.

The bag burst with a loud “BOOM”

Keonis older brother pops the bag in front of Keonis face, 
catching him off guard and flicking his groin with a loose, 
whip like strike of his opened right hand.

GABE
What’s that I hear? The call of the 
morning north shore puking blue 
jay?

Gabe steps over the ten pair of shoes threatening to trip 
their next victim and walks into the living room.

The phone stops ringing for a second and continues for a 
second round.

Keoni rushes over to the kitchen, picking up the phone and 
knocking coffee grounds onto the counter as if slipping on a 
unseen banana peel.

3.
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KEONI
Morning? Keoni speaking

Keoni picks up the counter as a muffled voice talks on the 
other end of the phone.

KEONI (CONT'D)
I don't care what you think, what 
you think you know or who you’ve 
been talking too.

Keoni begins to pace the kitchen, slamming errant dishes and 
coffee cups into the sink. Trying to clean up a mess spilling 
out through the conversation.

GABE
(chiming in as a referee)

Whoa! What the hell is going on 
over here?

Gabe steps over the legs of a random couch connoisseur to get 
to the kitchen and reaches for his brothers arm.

Keoni pulls back quickly, shooting a harsh glance at his 
brother which is not welcomed lightly.

KEONI
(speaking on the phone)

But just wait and here me out, just 
because you saw me at the beach 
talking to some surfers doesn’t 
mean shit.

Keoni walks back and forth listening to the other party.

KEONI (CONT'D)
The hui? Who cares about the 
freakin hui? I can eat chicken 
without going to a cock fight? 

Keoni slams down a large coffee cup, coffee mixes with the 
cocaine on the mirror and Keonis face begins to turn red.

GABE
Would you like some cream with your 
coffee or are you good?

Keoni motions for his brother to shut up, walking past him 
with the tiniest of shoulder checks.

KEONI
Fine, I’ll be there in the morning. 
Aloha

4.



Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 5.

He hangs up the phone, rubbing his hand through his hair, 
down his forehead, into his eyes and running down his nose as 
if to pull the shame off his face.

His brothers hand pulls his shoulder towards him, spinning 
his little brother into a rough hug.

GABE
You got tagged didn't you? Was that 
your probation officer?

Pushing away and walking into the living room Keoni looks at *
the picture that frames his life.

The two girls lurch up and out of the room and Keoni has an 
adult moment.

KEONI
(in an angry outburst)

This is BULLSHIT! BULL F’N SHIT! I 
cant do this anymore.

Keoni moves across the living room trashing random items 
within arms reach. 

GABE
The greatest warrior, is he who can 
conquer himself.

Gabe eyes the framed picture near the backdoor.

GABE (CONT'D)
When was the last time you called 
Sifu, do you even speak anymore?

Keoni reacts with a defiant step towards a beautiful trophy 
case

Gabe steps up and between Keoni and the trophy case, swiftly 
but gently redirecting his arm away from the glass case 
intended to pay for Keoni's trespasses.

GABE (CONT'D)
You're loosing it little brother, 
you need to get this crap under 
control

Gabe throws his brothers arm away and turns his back

GABE (CONT'D)
You really think we like seeing you 
like this?

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 5.
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Keoni moves over to the door, looking at the vomit splattered 
patterns spritzed across the welcome matt.

GABE (CONT'D)
You're in pain, suffering, we’re 
suffering, I’m suffering.

He turns to look at Keoni standing in the doorway slouched 
against the frame of the door. 

KEONI
Whos this “we” crap you keep 
throwing around? 

Keonis face resembles a drunk man blinded by the headlights 
of a passing car.

GABE
Your daughter and your freaking 
amazing grandson you absentee 
idiot!

Gabe walks to the backdoor and puts his hand on Keonis 
shoulder, Keoni slips the gesture and walks outside.

GABE (CONT'D)
You’re going to have to wake up 
soon before the life you know is 
filled with regrets and memories. 
You think beating your heart 
healthy is how you're gonna beat 
this?

Gabe turns and begins to walk away towards the front door. 

Keoni sits down at a picnic table and stares at the ocean, *
his hair blowing in the wind. *

Keoni doesn't even look up as the front door closes 

EXT COURTHOUSE PARKING LOT EARLY MORNING4 4

Keoni parks his motorcycle in front of the courthouse and *
walks in with a manufactured confidence.

Through the metal detector and guards, down the hall, second 
door on the right.

Keoni approaches the desk and announces his appointment 
softly to the intake officer.

KEONI
I’ve got a 9am.

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 6.
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The officer looks up over his glasses and types a small 
rhythm of scorn onto the keyboard.

INTAKE OFFICER
Take a seat, you’re up next.

The officer swings around on his swivel chair, talking into 
his walkie. 

From behind a locked door the UA officer peeks into the room 
and motions for Keoni to follow him.

UA OFFICER
Soooo, random piss test or forced 
requirement?

Keoni looks away as they walk down the hall

KEONI
What I want to say and what you 
guys like to hear are two different 
things

UA OFFICER
You know you get your freedom of 
speech write? You can say whatever 
you like, you just need to think 
about what you say before you say 
it.

They enter a large bathroom, the “extraction room” as the UA 
officer calls it.

The UA Officer prepares the collection area and grabs the 
sample container

UA OFFICER (CONT'D)
Alright, you know the drill, wash 
your hands, I must see the stream 
and witness the tip. You finish up, 
tape it up and sign it.

He hands the collection container to Keoni

KEONI
Let the show begin

Keoni holds up a single finger as if to announce the start of 
the collection process.

KEONI (CONT'D)
Can I ask a personal question?

7.
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UA OFFICER
Sure, but keep it clean.

Keoni begins to fill up the collection cup

KEONI
How many penises have you seen in 
these 5, 6 years you've been here?

Keoni fills up the container, goes through the motions and 
passes it to the officer.

UA OFFICER
I’ve been here 10 years curious 
George. And I’m not going to fall 
for it.

They finish up and leave the extraction room

EXT COUTHOUSE PARKING LOT MORNING4 4

Keoni walks out of the courthouse, sits on his motorcycle for *
second, starts her up and drives off.

EXT KEONIS HOUSE LATER THAT MORNING5 5

Keoni parks his bike and walks into his house, puts down his 
keys and the phone rings.

Walking and talking as he begins to answer the phone, her 
voice, like quicksand snags his feet and he stops.

Stunned into tears at the sound of her voice, he listens as 
she argues with someone in another room.

INT DAUGHTERS HOUSE MORNING SAME TIME6 6

Repo men walk through a busy house as Nori-Ann argues with 
her husband. Her son hiding under the kitchen table

NORI-ANN
(upset and practically 
yelling)

You are not the one who holds the 
map, we get a choice, how dare you 
make that choice for us.

She pushes past a fat, bald man carrying a large framed 
painting. 

NORI-ANN (CONT'D)
Screaming....aaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhh

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 8.
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As she recovers, her eyes lock on her husband, her son 
hugging his mothers leg. 

INTERCUT - PHONE CONVERSATION7 7

KEONI
Are you ok?

NORI-ANN
Derrick lost the house, lost his 
job on a “get rich” scheme. Another 
mistake, another heartbreak, moms 
dead and all I get is a broken home 
and a broken father. 

KEONI
I'm here for you now, broken, but 
on the mend.

NORI-ANN
Did you even hear what I said, do 
you even register what I’m talking 
about?

KEONI
I’m listening, I’m listening, just 
give me a moment to take it all in, 
you’ve always been three steps 
ahead of me.

NORI-ANN
That's because you're always 12 
steps behind

KEONI
(a little hurt)

You've got a point but it doesn't 
have to be a stab and then twist, 
I’m pretty full of self inflicted 
wounds already

NORI-ANN
I don't even think you register 
what is happening in your own life. 
Have you looked in the mirror 
lately?

Keoni looks down at the kitchen bar 

KEONI
(in a matter of fact way)

Well actually

9.
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She cuts him off

NORI-ANN
That nasty old mirror doesn't count 
and that's the joke that gets you 
booed off stage. You need to work 
on your act. Is grandpas place 
still available?

KEONI
Are you thinking about coming home?

NORI-ANN
I cant come home unless it is a 
home, I wont bring my son into your 
world until your world is worth it.

She Hangs up

INT KEONI BEDROOM EARLY MORNING8 8

The sun rises above the horizon as Keoni slips out of bed *
like a wisp of smoke. *

Dirty blonde highlights rustle with a faint awareness. *

CRAZY GIRLFRIEND
(talking in her sleep) *

Keoni, bring the skittles

EXT KEONI HOUSE MORNING9 9

Keoni escapes without a sound and walks a half block to the 
neighborhood mailbox hub.

His addiction served, melancholy averted, he steps with a 
skip and a whistle. 

Fingers fumble with small keys and Keoni opens up his mailbox 
and pulls forth last weeks mail. 

Final Notice on the top three, The Law offices of Turner and 
Hooch on the next two, City and county of Honolulu round out 
the bottom three and a flyer from Costco.

A voice from behind somewhat startles Keoni

HARRY WITH DA HUI
Howzit? I think your girl stole my 
nieces moped yesterday. I also got 
a call about your girl extending 
your credit line with da hui 
international savings and loan?

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 10.
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Keoni holds up his hands as if to give up

KEONI
That crazy chick is not my girl!

A moped honks two cute little honks as the Crazy girlfriend 
speeds bye, Harrys eyes twitch and Keoni takes a step back.

The blip of a patrol car interrupts the next sentence and 
Keoni bolts, sprinting across the field towards the beach.

Gravel kicks up and sirens engage as Harry calmly walks the 
opposite direction shaking his head in disappointment.

Sneaking through the back way beach access, Keoni slips 
through a neighbors backyard, a large window muffles a 
shiatzus spasm attack.

Through the back door and GOTCHA!

INT KEONIS' LIVING ROOM MORNING10 10

Standing over a note taped to the bar, Keonis probation 
officer looks him over with pursed lips, arms slowly 
crossing.

PROBATION OFFICER
(disappointed)

Do you know what this note says? 
I’ll answer that for you. It reads, 
“Much Mahalos for the bong hits and 
the booty call’

She walks around from behind the bar, her holster, once 
black, is worn and well used.

KEONI
I don't know who wrote that note 
and to whom its been written to.

She walks over to the trophy case and picks up a framed 
picture of Keoni with a group of students.

KEONI (CONT'D)
How did you get in here in the 
first place and why are you here?

Keoni puts down his mail on the bar as two officers walk up 
from the beach behind his back yard.

11.
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PROBATION OFFICER
To answer all your questions I feel 
you should take a seat considering 
our long history together and 
listen.

Tod straightens up a bit and sits down across from the 
probation officer.

He exhales with a deep and long breath, putting his hands on 
his knees as if meditating. *

PROBATION OFFICER (CONT'D)
Now that you've joined the 
discussion, lets talk. As I walked 
up your walkway your girlfriend was 
writing the note, she left the 
house, the door wide open and 
walked past me, followed by the 
fresh perfume of weed de toilet.

Keonis face stone cold as he listens, she leans forward.

PROBATION OFFICER (CONT'D)
(looking straight into his 
soul)

Your UA came back dirtier than a 
downtown massage parlor and running 
from officers Kuhlman and Tolentino 
was the clinch. 

She stands and picks up the picture again, pushing it towards 
Keoni. 

Keonis chin raises with a subconscious offering, his eyes 
weakened by anticipation

PROBATION OFFICER (CONT'D)
In your prime you were precious, 
you saved my little girl, my niece 
from the streets while I was 
pushing pavement, after school kids 
clubs like yours don't exist 
anymore. 

His chin returns to its resting place, slightly below guilt 
and parks, his shoulders slump.

KEONI
So now what happens?

She nods at the two officers, placing the picture on the 
counter, a bong within the trophy case catches her eye and 
she shakes her head.

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 12.
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PROBATION OFFICER
What happens now is up to the 
judge, how you bear your soul and 
if redemption cares. Regardless of 
your past, prison, pot and 
prostitutes. I've seen the man 
before the pain and I'm betting 
that man still has promise.

Keoni stands, is handcuffed and is walked out of his home.
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